Western Pa. college students in line for cash from coronavirus stimulus package

...24, who is enrolled in the doctor of physical therapy program at the University of Pittsburgh. "Funding from the CARES Act is helpful to...

Source Trinity-Review Online/TribLIVE.com - May 04, 2020

Mentor program continues mission through pandemic

When schools closed in March as the state began its efforts to slow the spread of COVID-19, Christopher Darby sent text messages to check in on the...

Source Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Online - May 04, 2020

Is it possible to have a safe coronavirus vaccine by New Year's Eve?

...Research and professor of microbiology and molecular genetics at the University of Pittsburgh. "It's of course very aggressive -- but it...

Source ABC News Online - May 05, 2020
Were researchers wrong to move the goalposts on remdesivir?

...that its drug, remdesivir, sped the time it took patients to recover from Covid-19. Full data from the study were released by the...

Source  STAT - May 05, 2020

Vaccine for herpes needed as the virus infects billions of people worldwide

...World Health Organization to call for a vaccine against the incurable virus. About half a billion people ages 15 to 49 have genital...

Source  NBC News Online - May 04, 2020

The response to Covid-19 is critical. It's also making clinical trials harder

...clinical trials now” for hydroxychloroquine, said Walid Gellad of the University of Pittsburgh's Center for Pharmaceutical Policy and...

Source  STAT - May 05, 2020

How did previously taboo profanities become de rigueur on cutesy merchandise?

Dr. Nicole Coleman, an associate professor of marketing at the University of Pittsburgh's Katz Graduate School of Business and an expert on how...

Source  Vox Online - May 04, 2020

SCOTUS To Take Up Two PA Contraception Cases, And For The First Time, You Can Tune In Live

...of criticism of the Supreme Court,” says Amy Wildermuth, dean of the University of Pittsburgh Law School and a one-time clerk for late...

Source  WESA-FM Online - May 04, 2020
**Pitt researcher who was studying coronavirus was victim in Ross murder-suicide**

The man fatally shot Saturday in his Ross townhouse was a University of Pittsburgh research assistant professor who had recently begun working on a...

Source  Pittsburg Post-Gazette Online - May 04, 2020
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**Pitt Researcher Studying Link Between COVID-19 And Stroke**

Dr. Sherry Chou, an associate professor of critical care medicine, neurology and neurosurgery, said reports have come in from all over the world that...

Source  90.5 WESA - May 05, 2020
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**Penn State student in federal class-action lawsuit seeks tuition refunds over COVID-19**

*University of Pittsburgh Chancellor Patrick Gallagher* cited some $30 million to $40 million in losses already at his institution,...

Source  Pittsburg Post-Gazette Online - May 04, 2020
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**Intubation boxes: extra safety or false sense of security?**

...of mechanical engineering and director of the nuclear engineering program at the*University of Pittsburgh* Swanson School of Engineering.

Source  STAT - May 05, 2020
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**As Trump Pushes to Reopen, Government Sees Virus Toll Nearly Doubling**

...said Dr. Donald Burke, a professor of epidemiology at the *University of Pittsburgh* Graduate School of Public Health. Dr. George...

Source  The New York Times Online - May 05, 2020
A nasal spray that prevents COVID-19? Pitt researchers awarded grants for urgent COVID-19 research

...projects related to COVID-19 get $900,000 in funding from the University of Pittsburgh's Clinical and Translational Science Institute Dr..

Source NEXT Pittsburgh - May 04, 2020